
REVIEW: OBLIVION 

PG-13, 126 Minutes. 

THERE’S SOMETHING FAMILIAR ABOUT THIS MOVIE… 
IT’S ON THE TIP OF MY TONGUE  

If you were to take a blender and throw fragments from several popular 
science fiction films such as 2001: A Space Odyssey, Moon, 
Independence Day, and even Pixar’s Wall-E you begin to get a taste of 
the film Oblivion. Writer/Director Joseph Kosinski (Tron Legacy) 
presents another glossy, highly polished science fiction adventure film 
that, in the end, feels a tad hollow compared to the heady themes it’s 
toting.  

The film stars Tom Cruise as Jack Harper, one of only two people left on planet Earth after a war 
with an alien race has left the planet too devastated for humans to live on. Harper is in charge of 
maintenance on drones that protect large ocean-collecting machines from the remnants of the 
“scabs”—the aliens who attacked the planet. The machines collecting the sea water are using it 

to generate power for the rest of 
humanity, which has moved to start life 
over on a moon of Saturn. In two weeks, 
Harper and his assistant/live in girlfriend 
Victoria (Andrea Riseborough) will 
leave Earth and join the rest of the 
survivors. Except Harper has grown 
reluctant to leave, as he is haunted by the 

memories of another woman and a life on the planet he couldn’t have lived.  

Harper soon finds himself in a literal planet-wide conspiracy after he meets Julia, the woman 
from his dreams, played by Olga Kurylenko (Quantum of Solace, Hitman). Harper soon learns 
that not everything is as it seems, and his mission to leave Earth might just mean the end of it.  

Cruise plays his typical likable action hero character that we’ve seen in multiple other films but 
plays it well, giving audiences a strong if not familiar hero to root for. The real standout 
performance of this film comes from Andrea 
Riseborough. She presents a woman who is 
forced to watch the life she’s created fall apart 
around her, as Cruise’s character becomes more 
involved with the film’s central mystery. Her 
character is by far the most interesting, keeping 
audiences on their toes about her true 
intentions. Sometimes she’s the doting 



girlfriend, while in other instances she is the physical representation of the web of lies that has 
become Harper’s reality.   

Kurylenko does a fair job of playing a woman 
who is the central key to the mystery 
surrounding Earth. Despite her enigmatic 
presence in the story, she quickly becomes little 
more than someone Cruise’s hero character can 
save. The film also features Morgan Freeman 
(The Dark Knight Rises, Invictus) and Game of 
Thrones’ Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, as well as 
Melissa Leo (The Fighter, Flight), who plays 
the ambiguous command leader that Harper and Victoria report to.   

Kosinski’s greatest success with this film is its look. His direction really allows audiences to see 
the beauty and majesty that remains on this devastated future Earth. The film’s principle set is 
called the sky tower, in which Harper and Victoria live. It is comprised almost entirely out of 
windows allowing for spectacular aerial views. The film’s tagline is that “Earth is a memory 
worth fighting for,” and the film does an excellent job of having its audience view the world 
through its dreamy-eyed protagonist. There are several thrilling sequences in the film that take 
place in a futuristic plane that also calls for beautiful wide shots, most of which were filmed in 
IMAX to really help create a sense of vastness.  

The film’s primary failing is that the whole thing feels redundant in many ways. The films clocks 
in at 126 minutes but it feels as if the first half of this film could have been condensed. The 
audience sits through the explanation for Earth’s devastation twice before moving into the main 
plot of the film. Then we watch Cruise take and retake the 
trip to Earth from the Sky Tower repeatedly but without 
really ever moving the plot along. As mentioned earlier, 
as well constructed as the film is, most Sci-Fi fans or 
even just avid movie goers will find themselves going 
through the motions as the it rolls out several familiar plot 
ideas from other films. When the film finally gets to the 
meat of the story, you’ve already sat through almost an 
hour in which very little has happened but exposition, 
only to find out none of it mattered.  

Oblivion is a beautifully shot film but in the end it’s just a run of the mill science fiction thriller. 
It has plenty of action and twists and turns to keep the audience guessing but the rewards are 
slim. It works as another very safe Cruise action vehicle but never really elevates beyond that. In 
many ways it’s the opposite of last year’s Prometheus, which was also a great looking sci-fi film 
that toted too much plot, where here we could have used a little more to chew on.  



GRADE C+ 


